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ISRAD Director 'Likes West:'

Campbell Rules Out Senate Ca~~y

0
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Former -Gov. J11ck Campbell
wUl not be a candidate for the
United State~ Senate in the 11ext
clectiop.
Campbell announced yesterday
at, a pres~ conference that after
many family discussions he had
decided not to seek the senate
seat of Sen. Clinton P, Anderson
who plans to retire.
"We do not want to leave the
West," said Campbell. We came
: \ hel;'.e and have remained here
- ' voluntarily. Our family was raised
and educated here. We plan to
stay. My wife and I especially are
· i not prepared to spend what might
-~'
prove to be the balance of our
lives in Washington, assuming I
could be elected."
Still Active
Campbell said although he
plans to continue to be active in
public affairs, he does not intend
to take any part in the
approaching primary and general
elections, either state or national,
except as a concerned New
Mexico voter,
"Sen. Anderson's retirement is
a very serious Joss to our state,"
said Campbell. "The choice of his
successor is one of the most
significant decisions New Mexico's
l_i
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Jack Campbell
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voters have made or will make in
many years. l sincerely hope
voters of both parties will hear
that clearly in mind as they
choose their nominees."
New Interests
Camp be 11 said he plans to
devote much of his time to the
experimental Educational
Technology Program of the
·Department of Health, Education
and Welfare managed in part by
the Federation of Rocky
Mountain States. Campbell is the
president of the Federation. He
said he had not spent as much
time as he would have liked lately
because of his involvement with
the University.
"My involvement with ISRAD
will texminate on Jan. 1 when
intense planning of the Rocky
Mountain project must
commence," he ~aid.
Still Available
"I told President Heady that if
he needed me I would be available
on a limited basis until a new
director of ISRAD can be
determined," said Campbell, I
believe this person should be one
with academic credentials, but
also experience and interest with

the outside community. I 'am
they can find a number
of people with this background.
An executive committee
recommends to President Heady
people suitable for the position of
director of ISRAD.
Campbell said a go(ld many
people have contacted him and his
wife, Ruth Ann, in recent months,
weeks, and days to discuss his
running for the Senate.· He
expres~ed his thanks to them for
their recent encouragement and
for all their advice, support and
assistance.
Thankful
"These friends include many
Republicans as well as
Democrats," said Campbell. "Our
memories of political campaigns
and public service are happy ones
and we hope that our efforts may
have helped in some ways to make
New Mexico a better place for all
of us, .. '
Campbell said that if a vacancy
occurred right now he would not
accept a senate seat.
"I now expect to devote more
time to my professional law
practice and to my private
business interests," he said.

~atisfied

Seven Speak Out On GA Issue
Charges of Discrimination Leveled at Tomasson
Seven members of the UNM
faculty, from the department of
sociology, have issued two
statements (see page two) in
concurrence with each other,
except on two points, in support
of the position of the three GA's
fired yesterday from the
Sociology Department.
Five professors who signed the
first statement calling for the
reinstatement of the GA 's
"Without prejudice" were Joseph
Fashing, H.G. McCann, Theodore
Guinn, David Stratman and
Antonio Ug~d;. . .
Di&C".a.&nnnation

Discrimination was charged
when part three of the document
pointed to "discriminatory
treatment of the three .•. ,
dismissed." Tomasson's claim of
firing the three, because they were
the worst grading offenders, was
disputed by the five faculty
members who said the claim, "in
fact, is not the case."
"At least two of the other

assistants gave higher average
grades than one of those
dismissed." The faculty members
statement says "at least two of
the other assistants" were also
forced to sign Tomasson's
statement of compliance but were
not fired,
Another part of the statement
charges "frequent references to us
(the faculty) as a group about the
ideological or philosophical
position of the GA's dismissed
raised serious doubts in our mind
about whether the grounds for
dismissal were, in fact, the
L'ladequate performance of the
assistants or whether the reasons
had to do with serious
philosophical differences, If the
latter was the case," it says, "we
feel that this is n violation of the
most fundamental canon of
academic freedom.",
A second statement issued by
Joseph A. Blake and Patrick H.
McNamera, both of sociology was
in, "general agreement with the

spirit and substance of this
document. However,, it said, "we
take exception to the following
issues which are numbered
separately in the document."
Quotes
The two separate portions of
the document the two took issue
with were number two which
dealt with guidelines by which the
three T A's were fired and
''phrases," in number fiV'e, "in
paragraph one as 'intellectually
unsophisticated' and 'neophyte
teachers' are inappropriate but
may have been uttered in an
emotion- laden context."
The two said they expressed
their deep regret the "issues which
currently divide us were not
resolved in a previous context of
collegial informality." They stated
they hoped future problems could
be resolved "within the
department in an atmosphere free
of fear and characterized by the
mutual respect and understanding
we have known before."

Library Re-examination

U Governments Petition LUSC
The ASUNM lobbyists will call
for a re-examination of the
libraries in state funded colleges
by the Legislative Universities
Study Committee (LUSC) at that
committee's meeting Friday.
The committee is scheduled to
meet at 9:30a.m. in Santa Fe.
Spokesman for the lobby, Dana
Kiersch said they would ask the
committee to "re-examine the
library situation in state - funded
institutions of higher education"

and to propose legislation in the
next session to "aid the drastic
library situation."
Scheduled to attend the
meeting are Kiersch, chairman of
the ASUNM Public Relations
Committee, Chester Travelstead,
UNM academic vice president,
David Kelley, director general of
the UNM libraries and George
Miller, humanities bibliographer,
Miller said the library personnel
would be on hand at the meeting

"to supply any factual
information needed."
He said the presentation had •
been discussed at LUSC's informal
session with students Nov. 5 at
UNM.
Kiersch said the re•examination
request would be presented as "a
petition on behalf of all or most
of the student governments in the
state," but lobbyists "had been
unable to contact all the student
government presidents."

Senate Asks Sociology Review
Senate ended last night on a four of which were tabled or sent
jarring note with one member to various committees,
Senate passed a resolution
disruptively leaving the chamber,
a group of women in favor of stating: "Whereas grades have
abortion exiting en masse and always been an attempt to
resolutions passed, after debate, measure a student's individual
calling for a review of the position abilities and whereas the grading
of Richard Tomasson as chairman of sociology 101 students have
been arbitrarily changed by the
of the sociology department.
Of 26 bills to be decided by sociology department chairman
Senate, the group voted to Tomasson so that the grading
adjourn after hearing only 12, system is no longer based on

Thursday, November 18, 1 971

individual performance, but on
Tomasson 's opinion of the
'proper' grade scale for students,
and ...
"Whereas a teaching assistant
and graduate assistant should be
free to grade the students
individually under a criteria that
has been announced to the
students at the beginning of the
semester and whereas , , , under
(Please turn to page 3)

The followitlg is · an alert to
UNM faculty and staff:
Temporarily thwarted in attempts
to institute paid parking, tile
nefarious Campus Planning
Committee is stealthily engulfing
all available parking Jots in pipe
section. Look out, your lot may
be next.

Secret Parking Plan

.

GSAC Sponsors Teach-in
The grading system and
other issues springing from the
GA and TA situation in the
sociology department will be
discussed at a teach-in
sponsored by the Graduate
Student Association Council.
GSAC will hold the teach-in
all day Nov. 18 and 19 in the
Union ballroom.
"The GSA Council is very
concerned about these issues
and has resolved that this
teach-in he held and would
appreciate your cooperation,
All TA's, GA's and interested
faculty members are invited,
encouraged and urged to bring
their classes to the ballroom

for discussion of these matters
or to discuss them in their
classrooms," according to a
GSAC statement.
other topics will include the
role of TA's and GA's
academic freedom and
university hierarchy.
The toach•in comes in the
wake of the firing of three
soeiology TA's after they
allegedly failed to comply with
a memo from Richard
Tomasson, professor of
sociology. 'lbmasson ordered
them to refrain from giving
high grades to sociology 101
classes.
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Campaign Tax

GOP FaCes Tough Floor Fight from Demos
WASHINGTON (UPI)- Senate
R.eoublican& conceded a tough
fight Wednesday in battiing a.
Democratic plan to finance the
1972 presidential campaign from
a. voluntary tax fund rather than
private contributions.
The Senate set aside at least six
hours to debate the issue but the
fight could stretch deep into the
• night.
The Democratic strategy was to
attach the plan to a bill they
consider veto - proof- President
Nixon's tax-cut measure designed
to provide the economic recovery
without which the GOP would be
in deep political trouble next
year.
The plan would give both major
parties up to $20.4 million for
next year's presidential campaign
and would offer George Wallace

editorial

Unionization, Liberation Paired
A thoroughly professional organizer,
Gabrielle Semel, predicted Tuesday night the
only way the women's liberation movement.
can survive is by integrating itself with trade'
unionism.
Her criticism of the current movement"we're not talking to the women who are
doing the typing"- was amply
demonstrated by the audience at Semel's
lectuxe. Mostly women, mostly studentsthe faces representing the white, middleclass orientation of women interested in the

letters. • •
Introductory Courses

movement graphically illustrated just who
the real followers are, better than any facts
the speaker provided.
Any discussion of unionization taking
place at UNM inevitably brings to mind past
attempts made to unionize workers at IJNM.
Efforts to date have been concentrated in
the Physical Plant.
We wonder if the merging of the collective
self • determination of women's liberation
thinking and unionization attempts at UNM
will ever take place,

As a former UNM student who
had received most of her
education in Europe I have not
had an opportunity to judge for
myself whether introductory
courses such as sociology 101 or
psychology 101 are good or bad,
difficult or easy. I do know,
however that I found no
particular difficulties following
advanced courses in various fields
without having had the
introductory courses.
It would seem to me that
prerequisites should be abolished
a! together unless there is
undisputed research evidence that
without such courses students are
unable to succeed in more
advanced courses.
Let students entoll in courses
of their choosing and they will
either sink or swim. Universities
are for adults and the exercise of
choice without regret is the
hallmark of adulthood,
I am sure that some 100 level
course will continue to be in
demand by students in
a~preciation of subject matter and
excellence of teaching while other
will deservedly fade out of
existence.
As van der Berghe in his
indispensible guidebook for
students and faculty, "Academic
Gamesmanship" so aptly remarks,
", •• courses known to be 'hut,'
'snap,' or 'mickey mouse' have
low status. Thus one way a
professor can enhance his status as
a lecturer is to be a stiff grader."
(or make it a requirement or
prerequisite)
Margherita M. Henning

Strip Mining
...... -..

Prison Reform

bema..,..__ _ _ __

I read with interest the article
by Cal Turlock on strip mining in
the Nov. 11, 1971, issue of The
Lobo, It .is gratifying to see The
Lobo join other public opinion
forming organs attempting to
create an awareness of the
problems of unregulated strip
mining.
I can say from personal
experience that it was a lonely
role trying to secure support for
my Senate Bill 6, the first attempt
in the New Mexico Legislature to
regulate mining reclamation
during the 1971 session.

Sociology Faculty Statement
To the University Community:
In the event that members of
the University community feel
that there is no support amo11g
members of the Sociology
Department faculty for the
position of the graduate assistants
in their dispute with the
chairman, we wish to make it
clear that this is not the case. We
feel that the position or the
graduate assistants, that they
would like to reach a
reconciliation outside of
committing themselves to a rigid
2.6 grade average guideline, is
• reasonable. They have agreed that
the final decision on grading is
Prof11ssor Tomasson's, however,
they find that the 2.6 guideline
limits their n.bility to make fair
judgements about the quality of
studtlnt work. In addition, there
are a number of other issues raised
by the dismissal of thll three
tl.<lsistants about which we all feel
strongly.
1) We are opposed in ptinciple
to the summary dismissal of any
member of the academic
community, whether graduate
assistant or full professor. We
believe that any dismissal should
be preceded by a complete
hearing if the person to be
dismissed so desires.
2) We are offended by the

Page2

notion that these graduate compliance" with Professor
assistants are "employees of Tom ass on's guidelines, and
Professor Tomasson," 'I'he neither were dismissed- at least
graduate assistants were chosen by as of the time that this letter was
the department, not by Professor written. Furthermore, Professor
Tomasson, and we believe that Tomasson's frequent references to
their dismissal is a departmental us as a group about the ideological
matter and not a privilege reserved or philosophical position of the
to the chairman by virtue ot his G,A.'s dismissed raised serious
office. While he may be in a legal doubts in our mind about whether
position to act on the dismissal, the grounds for dismissal were, in
we feel that this is a violation of fact, the inadequate performance
the principles of democracy by of the assistants or whether the
which any department should be reasons had to do with serious
run, Furthermore, we think it philosophical differences. If the
inapJ)ropr.iate that Professor latter was the case, we feel that
Tomasson unilaterally declare that this is a violation of the most
the matter would not be discussed fundamental canons of academic
at a department meeting. We freedom,
4) There is another important
believe that the agenda for
department meetings is the procedural issue which must also
business of the entire department be raised, The avenue of appeal
and that any other position is ·for the G.A ..'s .is ostensibly
through the various members of
unacceptable.
the administration frorn the dean
3) We are bothered by what of the college through the
appears to be discriminatory president, We believe that since
treatment of the three graduate this is the case it was improper for
assistants dismissed. Although Professor Tomasson to consult
Professor Tomasson alleged that with these individuals in advance
the three were dismissed because of the dismissal proceedings. We
they were the worst violators of cannot believe that such
his "guiding principle," this, in consultation would not affect
fact, is not the ease. At least two their ability to render an impartial
of the other assistants gave higher decision in event of appeal. Ill this
average grades than one of those regard we are also offended by the
dismissed, Neither were forced to insensitivity ot the administration
sign the "statement of to this important issue and would

hope that in the future they
would not become a party to the
proceedings in advance of the
appeal.
5) We are opposed to the
demeaning references to the
G. A.'s by Professor 'I'omasson and
others throughout the dispute.
Such epithets as "intellectually
unsophisticated," "neophyte
teacher," "the fingers of my
hand," etc. ate intolerable.
As a group, we are committed
to the principle that such disputes
should be characterized by mutual
respect, tolerance of alternative
points of view, a respect for the
rights of those without
substantive power, and a
sensitivity to the possibility that
to be in a position of authorit}'
does not necessarily rule out the
possibility that one is wrong.
We feel that the graduate
assistants in question have sought
a solution compatible with their
personal sense of responsibility
and that their position in the
dispute has not been
unreasonable. We are, therefore,
actively committed to the
reinstatement of each of the
assistant:; without prejudice.
Joseph J. Fashing
H.G. McCann
Theodore Guinn
David Stratman
Antonio Ugalde

I hope your article will generate
support from your informed
young readers and I hope that you
will offer further support during
the 1972 session when I will again
offe~: a surface mining reclamation
act,
Fred Gross, Jr. (R-Be~n.)
District 40

$6,3 million if he chose to run.
But if a party acceptlld public
tunds, it would be prohibited
from spending more or from
accepting private contributions.
The plan would work to the
advantage of the DemocratE;, who
still carry $9,3 million
indebtedness f~om 1968. It would
be disadvantageous to the
Republicans, who have adequate
supplies of private money would
be accused of trying to "buy the
election" if they spent beyond the
$20,4 million limitation.
The money would be provided
by taxpayers through a box on
1971 tax returns, to be filed next
spring, Taxpayers would have the
option of earmarking $1 of their
taxes- $2 for joint returns- for
a campaign fund. Tax experts
estimate it would raise the

--
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ox£n..:etter

'l'he recent controversy over the
grading policy of sociology TA's
brings to mind a letter that
Professor Tomasson wrote to
William O'Donnell in the wake of
the "Love Lust" .crisis. Said our
gallant egalitarian: ", .• The kind
of military chain of - command
model proposed by Mr. O'Donnell
is a relic of the old cow college
and teaching college mentality
and is now intolerable eveeywhere
outside of perhaps the most
intellectually remote
institutions." Later on in the
letter, Tomasson says: " •.. He
laments the egalitarian faculty •
student relations that prevail at
New Mexico Institute of Mining
and Technology, precisely- I
would argue - the best kind of
relationship for significant
learning."
I doubt that Professor
Tomasson is going to promote the
education of freshmen and
freshwomen by imposing an
arbitrary grade distribution on
teaching assistants. I also doubt
that he, probably not having read
the students' test papers, is as well
qualified to make judgements
concerning the performance of
101 students as theTA's.
Still, if Professor Tomasson
insists on a grade distribution
weighted less heavily with "A" 's
and "B" 's, he will surely get
further with the TA's if he seeks
theit cooperotion than if he drops
menancing hints about their peon
status. Perhaps the assistants
could be induced to reduce the
quality of their teaching efforts.
Or, perhaps the assistants could be
persuaded to enter into a
recruiting campaign for mediocre
students.
Marcella Levine

tequired $47.1 million,
Senate Republican whip Robert
:P. Griffin of Michigan conceded in
advance of the floor debate that
"probably" the Democrats had
the votes "to pass this so-called
campaign finance bill.''
He contended it would make
certain that Wallace would be a
1972 candidate by guaranteeing
him a campaizn fund.

candidates wo1.1ld no longer be
beholden to "big labor, big
corporations, rich men'' for
campaign funds,

But Sen, Edward M. Kennedy
(D-Mass.) a co-sponsor of the
proposal argued: "Th\l hundreds
o£ millions of private dollars now
pouring into election <:ampaigns
are giving politics tpe air of dirty
business. . • it is a disgrace to
ever.y basic principle on which the
nation stands."
Senate Democratic Leader Mike
M~tnsfield said the proposal meant

"Every Senator knows that if
someone gives him $100, $200 or
$300 ~ no matter what he sayshe will spend a little more time
listening to the donor than with
anyone else," Mansfield said,

Senate Criticizes Tomasson
(Continmtd from page 1)

the current contrived system of
grading, many of thepresent
sociology 101 students will not
receive the grade that they have
earned,
"Be it therefore resolved that
the ASUNM Senate supports the
TA's and GA's under Tomasson in
their struggle for the freedom to
grade students on the students'
personal abilities and be it
therefore further resolved that the
ASUNM Senate requests the dean
of the Arts and Sciences College
and his advisory personnel to
review Tomasson's .continuation
as chairman of the sociology
department in light of his most
recent decisions."
SP.nate also passed a :resolution
urging the Regents to act upon
the University Governance report
section having to do with a
judicial system to which students
can appeal "in cases of injustice
which have occurred to them in
the classroom,"
A referendum question of
' "Should there be a mandatory
teache:r eva! uation system at

UNM?" was also added to the
Dec. 2 and 3 ASUNM Senate
election.
Dave Bruer left the meeting,
slamming the door behind him,
after Sen. Jerry Buckner
pointedly stated Finance
Committee has been unable to
meet because of absences of its
members, Bruer is a member of
that committee.
"I try," said Jack O'Guinn,
president of the Senate, "to
conduct Sena.te as flexible as
possible. lt disturbs me highly
that people don't.,, attend
committee meetings. I would hat
to take any rash or stern
measures, but they will be taken if
people don't start attending
committee meetings."
O'Guinn was forced to use the
gavel liberally during the meeting
to perserve order.
Buckner's Finance Committee
recommended an allocation of
$498.75 for five UNM women to
attend a San Francisco conference
on abortion reform be cut to
$299.86, The figure include
expenses for only three women,
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There ore slill plenty of
travel at reduced
to los Angeles, Chicago, New York, Son Fronds~o, and Dallas, Reservations far
these group rotos must be made as soon as possible. For more information call
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Lewie Wickham

The Lewie Wickhaln Trio
will appear in the Union
ballroom Sunday at 7 :30 p.m.
Admission is ·$1.50 for
students and $2 for others,

Manye W omo, II Compete
.11 young black women will be from the court, which itself was
the court of this year's Omega Psi nominated by members of Omega,
Phi Manye Womo Dance. ("Manye
Womo" means "crowning of a
queen'' in the language of the Gas,
whose tribal region is around
Accra, the capital of Ghan.a, on
Africa's West Coast,)
This dance will be held the
night of Saturday, Nov. 20, from
8·2, at the downtown Hilton
Hotel, after a closed dinner for
the court and their escorts.
Tickets to the dance may be .
purchased for $2 in advance at the
Black Studies Office, 1812 Las
Lomas, 277-3433, or from any
Omega Psi Phi member, or for
$2.50 at the door. The band will
Rings
be the Brothers Unique,
The highlight of this event will
Will trade in allowance
be the selection of the Omega Psi
on the purchase of a diamond
Phi sweetheart by a judging
wedding set.
committee of five fraternity
brothers. The one they choose
from the Gallery of Rings
from the 11 will be crowned in an
African ceremony and will be Misil
LIKEN JEWELERS
Omega Psi Phi. A first and second
701 Carlisle NE
runner-up will also be chosen

Pre-Register for

THEOLOGY
3 hrs. credit
Spring semesterOld Testament Studies
A survey-Political and
social background;
Evolution of canon;
Concepts of epistemology
and inspiration; Critical
analysis of texts.
Place: Canterbury Chapel

Registration now open
425 University, N.E.
Jnstructor: Fr. Crews, ThM
Cost: $25.00 plus books
Time: Tuc. & Thur.; 1:3o·a:oo

Open to all students

braziecbu
and shake
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diamonds
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Letters to the editor should be
no longer than 250 words,
typewritten and double spaced.
Sender's. name, address and
telephone number must be
included with the letter or it will
not be considered far publication,
Names will not be withheld upon
request. If a letter is from a group,
please include a name, telephone
number and address of a group
member. The letter will carry that
name, plus the name of that
group.
The Lobo will publish letters as
space and the number of letters
received allows.

only

63¢

Bernas ...
Bt:!mas are unsolicited, signed
guest editorials which do not
necesSarily reflect the editorial
policy of The Lobo, or the policy
of ASUNM, GSA or UNM. Bernas
may be any length, but may be
cut due to space limitations.
As with !etten to the editor,
please include address and
telephone number with the Bema.
Both letters to the editor or
Bernas can be mailed to The
Lobo, P.O. Box 20, UNM,
delivered to The Lobo office at
the corner of Yale and Central, or
deposited in the Lobo Suggestion
Box inside the east door of the
Union,

NEW MEXICO LOBO

STEREO COMPONENTS
M-W-F Until9 pm

7611 MENAUL NE

At Prices You Can Afford

296-6978

Eat, drink and be meny!
University Dairy Q'ueen
across from Popejoy Hall
II

J.
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representatives of Las Chicanas,
Mortar Board and the Women's
Studies Center to attend the
meeting. The· other two
organizations were apparently not
chartered by ASUNM, Buckner
.said. Senate passed the revised
bill,
After a brief conference with
Janice Arnold, sponsor of the bill,
the women left the Senate en
masse.
Senate also passed an act
allocating $400 to the Child Day
Care Center.
A special meeting of ASUNM
Senate will be held Nov. 2'3 at 7
p.m., said O'Guinn.
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UNM Art Museum

Lobo Review

Want to See Machine-Guns, Skeieton-Guts?
You peer behind the black involved in piling all one's naked
polyethylene. curtain and go friends into a small attic. And he
inside. There before you is a huge, did this at least six different
day·glo plexiglass mandala that times, over a period of seven
dances and spins with the warm months, January to August. His
color of the sun through photos are kind of fun, but I get
Indian-print curtains. Sister the feeling that his true calling lies
Giottos "Feasts of the Virgin and in Public (not pubic) Relations,
Phases of the Mo'on" smooths out
Souls
Next to the case of fine silver
the rought edges as you watch.
jewelry downst&irs, there are two
It's fun to watch.
There was a lot of fun had in more examples of photographs
making the Faculty Exhibition at that bespeak, for the most part,
the UNM Art Museum. It is some sort of tortured soul, but
.obvious that a fine good time was these, the souls of Van Deren
had by all, Some of it seems a Coke and Anne Noggle, are
whimsical, but not malicious, interesting as well,
The paintings and drawings
put-on- a good joke if the viewer
enjoys it. Most of the things are were the most fun for me. Perhaps
not just delightful gimmicks, but my favorites in the whole
something you could stand to exhibition are Wayne Kimball's
"untitled" furniture orgies. Jane
have around for a while,
If you missed the opening last Abrams' furry fantasies, especially
Sunday, Nov. 7, you missed "Box and Tail Story," are just
cookies, quite a large crowd, and a delightful. Many of the other
good 5-piece jazz group. However, paintings are smooth and restful,
particularly Harry Nadler's
the rest is still there,
Moroccans and James Bolton's
Machine Guns
There is a room in each gallery "Two Girls" bending gracefully
filled with photographs. The one over a summer drinking fountain,
in the lower gallery holds Jim It renews your mind just to look
Kraft's photo-collages of at Terry Conway's six
machine- guns, airplanes, and "Untitleds," swelling curves of
skeleton- guts, Upstairs is a series soft, young, pink and orange flesh
by Wayne R. Lazorik, a pictorial reassembled into balanced still-life
Portnoy. He obviously had compositions.
enormous talent: I would imagine,
Wall Space
not having tried yet myself, that
Some of the paintings are most
there would be some difficulty notable for the amount of Willi
I I I I t t t I I I
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TCosher &
Italian Sandwiches
Steak S
BBQ Rl'bs
(an d your

favorite drinks)
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THE
STONE CROCK
home brew supp I••es
Opening
this Weekend
112 Dartmouth SE
• frUit concentrates • liqueurs
• "country wine" supplies
Sat•..Sun, 9z3().9'

space they occupy. Most notably
the Sandia/Color- Time/Place
acrylics and the Prism Series,
either of which evidences the
efforts of many long lunch hours
invested.
The objects, .the 3-D, are a real
source of controversy, though, I
talked to a man who said, ''It just
doesn't hit me here (indicating his
head) or here (his soul); it's a
mess. I did things like that when I
was a kid. Faculty are not
notorious for their originality."
Well, if one avoids the urge to say,
"But is it Art?" he can discover
that most of it is fun anyway.
The wierdest thing in. the place
is the huge plaster "Bird and
Flower" next to the stairs to the
lower,gallery, but it isn't a faculty
work.
'Lazy Patriots'
As you descend those stair~,
you'll pick up on a sound like an
electric can opener. This is Charles
Mattox's automatic three · flag·
waver, "Machine for Lazy
Patriots." You see Carl Paak's
fancy ashtrays and William
Daley's odd clay pots that look
like rusty iron (One is named
"Remembrance of the Cross.").
Then, around the corner, Chris
Cordes has spread corn meal,
powdered pigment, and potsherds
on . pine ramps and planes, in
which the colored- handprint
history of the work can be read,
for indoor geologists,
Upstairs is another example of
a developing history, the object of
the derision quoted above: Bryn
Manley's pile of leaves has
changed quite a bit since the show
opened, maxim
a testimonial
Prankster
that notoartthe
is
eternal.
There's something for everyone,
you needn't feel cheated by the
pranksters.
T 0 th A t M
T k
e r
useum. a e a
fr' c1 T k
· If · d
't'
ten • a e a gtr nen - 1 s
free.

straighten up when his football
hero of a son dies of injuries
sustained on the gridiron. His
attempt at throwing the
money-changers from the temple
is cut short by his assassination by
a disillusioned doctor who
believes that he has been used as a
pimp for his sister, who happens
to be Burden's girl. This false
accusation was perpetrated by
none other than a rejected Sadie
Burke and political windmill Tiny
Duffy (David C. Buckland).
The play takes on the guise of
half-documentary, half character
analysis as you are given a series
of interviews by a professor (Scott
. Roth) and Burden who try to
piece together the Stark legacy
while it unfolds before your eyes.
Besides delving into the lives that
orbited around Stark they
examine much ·of his political
theory, in which the end desired
justified any means necessary to
get there.
·
Subtle Insight
I would strongly recommend

Sociology Coffee

All The King's Men
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Islaml'c Festival
The • • Aid" festival will be
celebrated by the Islamic Society
Nov. 20 at 8 p.m. at the
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English Grads Meet
The English Graduate .Associate
will meet Nov. 18 at 3:30 in
Bandelier East to discuss grading
practice and the situation in the
sociology department,

India Films

Slides and recent documentary
films on India will be shown by
the Indo-American Association
Nov. 20 in Union 250·C.

Student Directory
The UNM Student Directories
are on sale at the Alpha Phi
Omega coat check, in the main
lobby of the Union, from 9:15
a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through
Friday, Cost is ten cents with
current student I.D.

Group in Concert

Hank and Louie Wickham and
John Dagucon, a contemporary
Albuquerque group, will perform
in the Union Ballroom Nov. 21 at
7:30 p.m. They w.ill be presented
by Delta Sigma Pi, professional
business fraternity, and the
ASUNM Popular Entertainment
Committee.
Tickets are available at the
Union ticket office at $1.50 for
students and $2 for others.

Judy Grahn Poetry
The UNM poetry series will
feature former Placitas resident
Judy Grahn reading her poetry
Nov. 18 at 8 p.m. in the Honors
Center Lounge.
Nov, 19 the series will continue
at 7:30 in the same place with. an
opening reading for women poets.
There is no charge at either
reading.

Richie Havens reads the Bible.
If you don't have a Bible,
we'll send you one for just
a dollar. Hard cover and
everything,
Just one should do it.
The Bible lasts a long time.

r~---------~--------~
I
Njft~nlll B•blo week Committee
1
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31st NoliOMI B1blo Week, NJvember 21-28,191!. AM Interfaith effOrt.

WO~tEN MANAGERS NEEDED
We have something !or coll('Q"e women
-n futur~. Why be tied to a hwn·
drum job? The Air ]'orce wlll atm:t
you as n. mnnnger in Interesting artd
ehallcnt:ing eatecr fields suGh as: l'er•
sonnet, lntormation, A~countitlg nnd
Flnnncc, Weather, Intelligence, Space
Systems, Debnv!ornl Science, Data Management, Education and Training, just
to mention a few.
If you are iMtcrcst<d itt n chnllenglrtg
job thnt offers world-wide travel, n
month's paid vncntion each Year, free
medi•al nnd dental care and attractive
wages, why not think about an Air
l•'or•c commission through ROTC 1
We are no\V accepting applieations
from women who are scheduled to grad·
untc In May 1~74, lf you nre interested
in nn exc!Ung career and would like
furthur details on what the Air Force
offers, Please stop by building Y·1 or
<:all lls nt 271-4230.

Robert Penn Warren's Pulitzer prize winning play "All The King's
Men" is being presented at Keller Hall Nov, 18, 20, and 21. Curtain
time is 8:15 p.m. Patrick Hammeman, above, portray~; Willie Stark,
the central character. Stark is a "dow.n·home" hick who gets
innocently involved in state politics. Party honchos convince him
that he's the right man for governorship,

Photo by Chuck Feil

Wayne Lazorik Fantasy Series
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Lomas N,E, Everyone is welcome,
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'All the King's Men'--A Hick's Rise to Fame

SNEAMeet
The Student National
Education Association w.ill have a
membership meeting Nov. 18 at 7
p.m. in B·17 of Howard Johnson's
Midtown.

Student Veterans
The Student Veterans
Association will meet Nov. 18 at
7:30 p.m. in Union 253, All
veterans are welcome. For further
information call Drew White at
247-3272.

Dance
The Albuquerque Boycott
Committee and Chicano Studies
are holding a fpnd raising dance
Nov. 19 in the Student Union
Ballroom from 8 to 12 p.m. Magic
Sam will be featured and
admission is $1.

If you could use one word to
describe the Rody Theatre's
interpretation of Robert Penn
Warren's Pulitizer Prize winning
"All the King's Men" that word
· would be "powerful."
The play is permeated with the
concept of political power and
what medn will go thorugh to
acquire it, including all the broken
Jives that often litter the ground
when this quest has proven
successful.
The action centers around one
Willie Stark, a "down-home" hick,
his rise to the governor's chair and
all of the things he must do, or
learn to do to acquire and keep
that position, The theme is drawn
from the meteoric rise of power
of Louisiana's Huey Long, 'who
based his reputation on the ability
to get things done through any
means available, even though the
brutal ability to pounce on the
mistakes of enemies and 'make
them crawl. In a sense Long and
Stark are one in the same.
Innocent Hick
Stark, portrayed excellently by
Patrick Hammeman, is shown
early in the play as an innocent
well-meaning hick who -is
convinced by the party honchos
that he is the man for the
governor's chair. He is later
informed by his grizzled campaign
manager Sadie Burke (Mary
Canzoneri) and journalist turned
press liaison Jack Burden (Joseph
Toulouse) that the party has
--· ··-

- ·- -·- ..

suckered him and another heavily, picks up a trigger happy
backwoods politician into running body guard (Chip Calamaio) and
thus plitting the "hick" vote and splits his love time unsuccessfully
facilitating the election of their between his wife (Mary Kay
real candidate, a brow-beaten Ziems), his campaign manager and
party hack.
numerous good looking tarts
When informed of this Stark inc! uding his press secretary's
explodes and then withdraws lover (Ann Webber).
from the race making a vengeful
When this precarious state of
promise to be back. The first act affairs is threatened further from
ends with Stark, wild-eyed with an impeachment attempt by
rage, standing before a red certain disgruntled members of
background shrieking that we will
see "blood in the moon" in the ''upstanding" community
reference to the politicians who (who you later find out are no
"tilore righteous than himself, only
have toyed with him.
more conventional) you see him
Demogogue
He does come back, uniting the acting like a cornered animal, He
"hick'' forces behind his brute is forced into making politicaL
appeal as a demagogue, promising deals to save his position and this
that he will serve them. And serve is the beginning of the end.
Playing Bingo
them he does. Once in the
After playing bingo with too
governor's chair he uses any and
all methods available to get his many people's lives he finally
work done; which include public returns to his wife and tries to
works like road construction and
a pet dream of a massive hospital
with such amenities as solid gold
bed paris, He sincerely believes
that such things are a right that
the public should be entitled to,
contending that his labors are for
the common good and not just
political advantage. Stark however
won't think twice about running
over an adversary who doesn'.t
agree with his methods.
Trigger Happy
But .along this demagogic trail
his personal life begins to
disintegrate. He starts to drink

Sociology students are invited
to have coffee with the Danforth
Committee on Nov. 19 from
1:30-2:80 p.m. in room 112 of
the Rociology building.

this play, primarily for its
content, with its not too subtle
insights into power and
secondarily for some excellent
acting, especially in the roles of
Stark, Burden and Tiny Duffy.
The parts called for strength and
the actors delivered it with
fluency and ease. Director Peter
Buchan also has to be commended
as he picked a dynamic play with
some fine actors to back it up. It
will play at Keller Hall on Nov.
18, 20 and 21, curtain time being
8:15p.m.
James Pensiero

Hillel-JSU Co·spons<>rs
the second talk in the 1971-72
Experiment in Jewish Learning
Professor Yosef H, Yerushnlmt
(Harvard University) will speak on
"Return to Sefarad: Spain and the
Jews in Modem Times''
at Congregation B'nai Israel
Indian School & Washington NE
Sunday, Nov, 21, 7:3op.m.
Adults $2.00
UNM Student:! $t.oo

Hamburger is ground meat.
Ain't that sweet.
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.of Nl'inr.o.ck
..........................................
Located in
Hotel Lobby
14
Winrock Center
BankAmericard
Mastercharge

Long Hair Designs
Regular Haircuts
Straightening
Shines
For Appointment Call
299~8975

The General Honors ·Program

The Undergraduate Seminar Program

-~·------------

announce

Observe Saturn

The planet Saturn, a
spectacular sight through the
UNM campus obs&rvatory's
15th-inch telescope, will be the
focus of this Thursday's open
house at the observatory from
7:30-9:30 p.m.

A NEW GENERAL STUDIES COURSE

Lwowski

GS 102 Freshman Reading Seminar [ 3 Credit Hours]

Walter Lwowski, NMSU
research professor of chemistry,
will speak on carbonylnitrenes'
decomposition and intersystem
crossing Nov, 19 at 4:30 p.m. in
room 101 of the chemistry
building.

Broad, general reading and class discussion for freshmen with Senior General Honors students acting as
instructors and discussion leaders under faculty
direction.
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Box 20, University P.O., UNM,
Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial Phone (505) 2774102, 27'7-4202
The New Mexico LObo is publlshl!d
daily every regula~ week o! the UniVendty year by the Boatd of Stud~nt
Publication• of the Associated Students
of the University of New Mexico, and is
not tlnanchllly moelated with UNM.
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Sections will have about I 0 freshman students with two seniors as instructors and discussion leaders. Most of the reading
material will be chosen by the class. For students who later enroll
in the General Honors Program, the credit will fulfill part of
the course requirement for General Honors.
For more information and registration go to the Honors
Center or call277 ·220 1, any day except Tuesday, November 16,
1971.
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Will Real Great Seal Please Stand Up?

Win Gives Lobos Second
The Season's Home Finale

Coa()h Rudy Feldman's
University of New Mexico
football squad will be out to sew
up second place in the Western
Athletic Conference here
S11turday when the Lobos play
host to Wyoming with a 1:30 p.m.
kickoff at University Stadium.
New Mexico, by virtue of a
49-13 win over Texas-El Paso last
Saturday, is currently second in
the league race with a 4-1 mark
while Wyoming is in fourth at 3-3.
Arizona is iu third at 3-2 hut
would have to beat league leading
Arizona State ( 6-0) to have a
chance to tie for second.
The league game will be the
final home game of the season for
the Lobos and the final home
appearance for 22 Lobo seniors,
part of which were Feldman's first
recruits,
Two of the WAC's top rated
quarterbacks will meet head on in
New Mexico- senior Rocky Long
and Wyoming's Gary Fox. Long,
who has scored seven touchdowns
in the past two contests, has
rewritten New Mexico career total
offense ma.,.k while Fox set a
Wyoming career passing record

FUN

FUN

last week against P..rizona State by
moving his career mark to 3241
yards.
Long Key
The key to UNM's option
attack, Long has rushed for 791
yards and added 607 on 41 of 85
pass completions. Long now has
4036 career total offense yards
with two games remaining,
Agairl$t UTEP he went 4-4 in the
passing department for 114 yards
and a 35 yard TD pass plus scored
on runs of 2, 8 and 1 yard,
Fox has made Wyoming the
number one passing te11m in the
league and leads the league in
passing and total offense. Fox has
completed 155 of 304 passes this
season· for 2144 yards and 14
touQhdowns. He has two fine
receivers in split end Scott
Freeman and tight end Ken
Hustad. Freeman has grabbed 40
passes for 735 yards while Hustad
has 39 for 426 yards.
New Mexico's rushing game had
Its second best day of the season
last week with 518 yards on
ground and 645 total offense.
With all four starters with better
than 50 0 yards rushing this
season, New Mexico is well ahead
of its record setting rushing game
of 197 0. With 34 7 2 rushing yards
logged in nine games, New Mexico
continues to lead the league and
be ranked second in the nation.
The rushing game is averaging 385
yards a game- 35 yards a game
better than last season. Junior
halfback Fred Henry is on his way
to becoming the first Lobo to ever
crack the 1000 yard mark in a
single season. He has been
credited with 905 yards in Pight
games- he missed the Arizona
contest- and is averaging 6.1
yards per carry. Henry can pass
the UNM single season rushing
record this week, He now needs
56 yards to tie Sam Scarber's
rushing mark set last season.
Tony L. Starter
Long is averaging 5.8 yards per
carry with his 791 yards while
sophomore fullback Rich Diller

has 685 yards and senior h&lfoack
Nate McCall is at 541, Transfer
Tony Letuligasenoa started his
first game against the Miners &nd
took the game's .rushing honors
with 120 yards to up his season
total to 198. He probably will
start against Wyoming here
Saturday at fullback,
Th!l offensive line has to take
muQh of the credit for the rushing
game at New Mexico. Offensive
guard Tom Walker was nominated
for the WAC Offensive Player of
the Week award although the
backs had the great rushing
yardage, Walker had a near perfect
game scoring 95 per cent on the
film grading, "Walker has been
very consistent all season and
against UTEP had three key
blocks inclllding two that
accounted for touchdowns. Not
once did his man get over the line
of scrimmage," said Feldman.
Walker will start at right guard
with Tod Klein at center, Brad
Bramer at left guard and John
Urban and Ron Kohl at the
taQkles,
·
The Lobo defense materialized
into a stalwart unit after last week
despite the loss of over half of its
starting lineup since the beginning
of the season.
Saturday's contest will be the
28th in the series that started
back in 1930. Since the start
Wyoming has won 17 and lost b\lt
10, New Mexico has won the last
two games winning here two years
ago 24-12 to snap a 20·game
losing streak in the league and
won 17-7 in Laramie last season.

Intramural
Action
Final Bowling Results
1) Pi Kappa Alpha
2) NADS I
3) NADS II
4) Phi Gamma Delta

23·2
23-5
21·6
16·4

* * *

The team of Dr. David Hunt
and Gordon Longmuir defeated
Bob Ortiz and Tom Miller of Pi
Kappa Alpha fraternity for the
handball doubles championship
sponsored by the intramural
department. Hnnt and Langmuir
represented the Health, Physical
'Education and Recreation
department,
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The Wishbone

Lobo Starters Announced
For Tilt Against KUNM
The Lobo Hamburger Press
Information Center announced
today their roster for the
Saturday football contest with the
KUNM Circuitbreakers.
Hamburger coach Roger J.
Ruvolo has predicted that the
game will resemble "the Greek
victory over the Persians at
Salamis" and one look at his
lineup does .nothing to steal the
credibility of this statement,
Leading the potent Hamburger
offense will be Chuck "LaFitLe"
Feil at quarterback, athletic
director Mark "Snatch" Sanchez
at halfback, John "Blurb" Holmes
at center, Don "CINCIUV" Burge
at right guard, Chuck "Funk"
Andrews at tight end, Jim "Egg
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Salad" Pensiero at split end, and
Ruvolo at the slot.
0 t her big names in the
unrelenting Meat Grinder Lobo
offense will be Sam "W.E,B."
DuBois, Mark "Honorable"
Evanoff, Wolf "K·9" Aguilar and
David "What?" Brands.
But it is the defensive squad
who will probably determine the
outcome of the game as the
Hamburgers are anticipating no
trouble defensively from
"Garmezy's Guerillas."
The defense unit will be
particularly wary of the
Circuitbreakers, especially in light
of "Putz" Garmezy's intention to
use the Kryptonite K illegal
offensive formation,
Bolstering the defensive squad
will be Randy "Hydromatic"
Sitton, Clark "Honda•Fonda"
Jermain, Jim "Telephoto"
Haefner, Jon "boom boom"
Digranes, David "Fluid" Salazar,
and several members of the Lobo
advertising staff.

NM Minority Discrimination Disclosed
State's Alligator, Pelican Populations Denied]ob Diversity
By CLARK JERMAIN
A severe shortage of alligators
and pelicans in New Mexico has
been noted, along with the
negligent discrimination which is
the cause of the situation.
Upon entering the state, these
extremely small but significant

.

as suggested by Charles Reich But what we can promise to every
in "The Greening of America" Peace Corps Volunteer is a demandEmpathetic. Individually expressive.
One-to-one. Non-organizational. ...

_ 6307 Menaul Northeast I free front door parking
f Saturday 'til 6 1 Sunday 12 to 6

shop weekdays 10 to 8

These are some of the characteristics
of Consciousness Ill which Mr. Reich
ascribes to a growing number of today's younger generation. Joining
1he Peace Corps, according to him,
- is one of the ways of breaking out of
the mold of the more conventional
Consciousness I and Consciousness II.
It will no doubt remain for history to
judge the valld1ty of Mr: Reich's thesis. In our view, the Peace Corps'
potential for personal development
necessarily depends on the individual.
We can make no promises about the
ways to Consciousness Ill.

ing, fully absorbing, two-year job of
helping people help themselves in
one of the developing countries of
the world. We can also promise an
unusual opportunity for personal in·
volvement and a unique chance to
reach beyond yourself.
The rest is up lo you. Send in the
coupon.

~p~~~ORPS,-~-------l
1 Washington, D.C. 20525
I
1 I ell me more about me and the Peace 1
1
1 Corps.
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mino.rities face two clear-cut
alternatives- unemployment or
incarceration in the city zoo to be
ogled as freaks.
In this age of recognition for
minority groups, can we justify
their plight? Couldn't we look
into the situation and perhaps
improve their lot? I think so.
No Representation
The state's alligators and
pelicans are not allowed even the
slightest representation in
government. Indeed, the
possibility of some means for
them to relay grievances . or
suggestions on their dilemma has
not been considered.
These poor individuals live in
conditions far exceeding the worst
slum standards in the big ~ities of
our country- worse even . than
the much talked about conditions
at such prisons as Attica.
While well·to-do citizens
languish in luxury and minority
groups struggle to improve their
lot in society- in New Mexico as
across the country- the
forgotten alligator and pelican
minorities live in hopelessness,
apparently too demoralized to
care.

Is Peace Corps
away to
Consciousness I ~•

The Totem Pole is your place for a colorful variety of
comfortable, contemporary fashions. Shirts by Manhat·
tan & Van Heusen. Ties by Resilio & Liebert, Slacks by
levi, Lee & Mr. Hicks. Windbreaker jackets, Bechelli
belts, Jockey underwear & Interwoven socks. Make
someone's heart soar like an eagle with a colorful
something from The Totem Pole. Use our lay-away
plan or give a gift certificate.

fou'nd the victim, the real Mexican
eagle.
In his exhaustive investigation
of old statutea and Audobon
Society photos, Albee discovered
that the banished bird was a
C11racara. Albee then drew his
own seal with the auth~ntic eagle.
Just looking at the maligned
Caracara, one can see that it is the·
feisty, noble bird that should
represent Mexico.
Nevertheless, most state seals
show birds looking as much like
Caracaras as chickens. And there
are at least five different versions
of the Great Seal.
A crime which was committed
100 years ago has been solved.
Now justice must be done to the
Caracara.

Fell

San Jwich Shop

nh

the Harpy was discovered, First of
all, the Harpy is, to be perfectly
fr;1nk, fat. Any bald eagle would
have trouble stuffing a Harpy
under his wing.
SeQond, this fat bird with head
feathers resembling devil's horns
wouldn't be caught dead with a
snake in his mouth. The Harpy
eats - this should not be read by
those who faint easilymonkeys! Cute, furry little
monkeys .
The Secretary of State'& office
became party to the masquerade
when they described the Mexican
e11gle on the seal as being a
"Happy Eagle." But no name
changing, no amount of public
relations could sell the Harpy as
the Great Seal bird because Albee

Masterful UNM quarterback
Rocky Long, who has rewritten
the Lobo career total offense
records, will suit up with 21 other
UNM seniors for their last home
showing Saturday afternoon
against Wyoming.

Bh.ua·- cE a-,5 I sf¥J~i{~s
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The recent discovery of an.
on the Great Seat of
New Mexi()o has served to reveal
the little known, and less often
wondered about, cbaracteristics of
two birds.
The bird issue came up when an
imposter was spotted by
eagle-eyed artist Kieth Albee. The
Great Seat is st~pposed to depict
an American bald eagle sheltering
a Mexican eagle which is holding a
.snake in its mouth. But, possibly
since New Mexico was a tarritory,
the real Mexican eagle has not
been on the seal. Albee noticed
that, according to the secretary of
state, the eagle on the Great Seal
was really a Harpy eagle, instead
of a Mexican eagle.
The cdme assumed macabre
overtones when the character of
impo~>t~:r

initiate equal opportunities
programs for these individuals,
making the prospect of
immigration more attraetive to
them, The prospect of emigrating
to New Mexico must be highly
unattractive to an alligator or
pelican at this point, to say the
least.
Maybe artificial .swamps could
be designed for their recreation,
much as parks are built for the
state's other citizens.
Simple job placement and aid
programs could help insure .these
potential alligator and pelican
citizens a useful place in our
state's society.
False Hopes
We must take care, however,
not to encourage their
immigration on false hopes and
expectations. Tell it like it is, lest
they arrive in droves to find only
broken promises and alienation.
Faced with such an eventuality,
they could tum to crime for their
daily bread, Riots could results, as
bitter alligators and pelicans strive
like other minority groups to
asides can be so oppressed as to attain social standing.
They could even go so far as to
lose faith in the doctrine of free become
nomads- roving bands of
speech in America.
pelicans scouring _th:
These groups could be viewed
as employment risks, granted.
Most people would be afraid to
work with alligators, for example,
who seem to have a reputation for
often being openly hostile, savage,
quick to inflict bodily injury,
Perhaps this is no reflection on
their true nature. Perhaps they
have been driven to their had
dispositions by their pitious lot in countryside, mugging and looting
life.
in an effort to survive,
Some people might revert to
For our part, we must l_et these
name - calling, even label them discriminated individuals know
inhuman. How can they be that they are welcome when they
otherwise unless given a chance? come- that we will help them
E:qual Opportunity
and offer our support with all that
The state of New Mexico might our country stands for.

How can such a condition
exist? New Mexico is a land of
opportunity, wanting of a variety
of skills- a diversity of
backgrounds and capabilities, Why
then are these two minorities so
discouraged from adding their
part, from even entering the state?
It seems that at least an
investigation of their potential
usefulness is in order.
Declined Comment
When asked for statements on
their situation and possible means
of improvement thereof, the city
zoo's alligator and pelican
population unanimously declined
comment, obviously fearing
repercussions. It seems sad to this
reporter that the:;e poor cast-
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Water Conditions Affect Alligator Appetites
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BATON ROUGE, La. (UPI)Scientists say alligators can live
either in fresh or salt water, but
the fresh water ones eat six: times
as much as their ~alt water
cousins.
The study, released Tuesday by

----------------~
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researchers at Louisiana State
University, said fresh water
alligators grow stomachs twice as
large as those in salt water, and
when salt water alligators are put
back into fresh water they get
their old appetites back.
Dr. Robert Chabreck, chief

Photos by SUe Landon

researcher, said his team has not
figured out why.

*

* *

(Special Note- New Mex:ico is
devoid of salt water which could
affect alligator's appetites; making
it an ideal state for them to
inhabit.)

The Author

Noted social activist Clark
Jermain views the plight of
downtrodden pelicans in the
obscene ghetto laughingly called
the Rio Grande Zoo. Jermain was
tecently instrumental in uniting
pelicans with their green borther,
the alligators, in the fight against
discrimination,
Page7
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CLASSIFIED
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ADVERTISING

RATES: 7e per word, 20 word minimum ( $1.40) per time run. It a.~ ls to
!'Un five cr more consecutive days· with
no chan~es the ra~ is reduced to 6c
per word and the mlntmum number of
words to 10.

WHERE: Journalism l!uilding. Room
205, afternoons preferably or mail.
Claasifted Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N,M. 87106

ll

PERSONALS

5)

SERVICES

TYPING. REASONABLE RATE. 9809
Solem NE. 206-8349, 12/S
ORTHODOX BAHA'I FIRESIDES, Thurs.
day nights, 7:30, 621 Spruco SE, Apt. 315,
For fn!'ormatJon or transp~n;-tation, call
242-4839, or write P. 0. Box 737, Albu.,
87103. 11/18
EXPERT TYPING-Term papers, Nov.
15-19. Rcsum4s, ;stencils, 40¢ per page,
266-0063. 11/18
1 FREE GERMAN SHEPARD PUI'PlE to
a good home. Call 266-4274 after 6 :00
ll/22
WILL DO TYPING-Term papers, etc,
Accurate. 60¢ pagc-296-~003. 11/30
PROFESSIONAL TYPING, 8 year• ex.
• per!cnce, IBM electric, 268·7629. 12/6
IT'S HERE. BICYCLE THEFT INSURANCE 100% protecUon. Low cost annual
premium non-deductabl~. Central RCRis·
trat!on. Inoures locl<<'d bicYcles. Available now. For further information and
rn.Ws contact Olympic Cycle and SC~orta,
Inc., 816 San Mateo SE. 256-6998. See
George. 11/18
TUTORING-all subjects-all levels. E~·

pcrienccd, certJfled

Ot'

colleg-e teachers.

CERTU'lED TUTORING SERVICE ZVG-8100. 12/7
FINE OLD FASHIONED PORTRAIT
PHOTOGI!APHY - Wedding. You or
Whatever, 242-7568. 12/8

4)

FORRENT

WANTED: 3 respoaslblc student> to share
4 bedroom home, $6G.OO ner- month.
Covcra private bedroom, kitchen, utllitil'S,
nnd tolephonc. Call :Frank, 2Gii·9101. 6·7
PM. 11/24

MISCELLANEOUS

:FA C T 0 R Y SECONDS HANDMADE.
Stoneware pottery, candles, Leather goods
at' New Mexico. Bargain prices, sQme
thirds. Ample pn.<king. 12258 12th St.
NW. Hoors: 11 :00 am-li: 00 pm, TaeodaySundsy.
WANTED: USED SPORTS CAR In good
condition, Call 842-6845, ll/24
"WANTED TICKETS." 2 !OJ: Friday's
Loa Angeles_ Philhnnnonic concert ~t ~
l'opcjoy Hllll. CBll 268.. 7608 daytime."
HOW INTELLIGENT .ARE YOU? Ensy,
self-scoring test revca]s your IQ in 45
minutes. Can be ll!led ovef to test friendl:l.
Send $2,00 today: Martin of Rutgoro, 18
Redwood Rond, Springfield, N.J. 07081.
11/18
-

LOST: LEATHER PURSE IN ANTHRO
141. 11/16. Need IO'a, ke~.s and license,
call 243.6714, Reward, ll/18

3)

FORSALE

MOONLIGHT-$96.00 wk. 3 eves, and
Sat, Call 268·8163 or 298-4508 a£~ 5
pm. ll/19

71

Computers

The Student Bar AssoCiation
Professor Davis Alvirez, visiting
from the l'opulation In terd e par tmen tal discussion
Reseru:ch Center of .the Universitv series on ·student rights will be
of Texas will spea]f on discussed by speakers Bob Walker
"Education, Occupation, and of the law faculty, James Hail, of
lntergenerational Mobility among . the education. department, and
Mexican Americans" in room 104 Dan A. McKinnin III of the APS
of the sociology and economics board of education on Nov, 18 in
building, 1915 Roma N.E.' at 2 Braton Hall at 8 p.m. ·
p.m. Nov. 17.
profe~>Sor

'60 LARK, CONVERTIBLE. Good radio
and upholstery, Rear omuahed. Needs
batt<ey. $75. 299-6345-Sherry.
KASTLE 206s with Marker B!nd!nca
Lunge Boots, size B"h. Barrecrafter ppJea.
Used 1 senson. Original Cost $285. Sell
for $150. See McDonald nt Journalism
205 after 4.
6) EMPLOYMENT

LOST & FOUND

2)

Student Bar Association

Mexican Americans

TER)M:S: Payment must be made in .full prior to fnsertioq of advertisement

FREE. SLEEK BLACK MALE CAT who
ncedc a good loving home. Call 842-5804.
ll/19
I WOULD LlKE 2 tickets to Friday's
Loe Angeles Philharmonic conceJ:'t at
Popejoy HalL Call Pete at 266-4368 after
6;00,
!>TUDENT ROOMMATE NEEDED. Not
straight pleu.se. 2-bedroom house. $70,00
monthly. Steve, 1620 Lead SE, ll/19
MEN'S contrnc~ptives, Irnpo~ nnd be"t
Am.ar_ican brands. Petails free. Samples
& Cntalog, $1. POP-SERVE, Box 1205-X,
Chapel Hill, NC, 27415 ll/29

I

Ci\MPU§ BRIEFS

Calling U
Thursday, November 18, 1971
Campus Crusade for Christ, 9·9: 80
a.m., Union 281-A
Power Cells, 1·2 p.m., Union 281-A
Albuquerque Jaycees, &-10 p.m., s.
Ballroom
Las Chicanas, 6 p.m., Chicano
Studies Center
FUm Committee, 6, 8 and 10 p.m.,
Union Theater
Campus Crusade for Christ, 7-10: 30
p.m., Union 23l·A
Christian Science Organization, 7·10
p.m., Union 230
K-ettes, 7·9 p.m., Union 25().B
3·HO, 7 p.m., Union 25().C
Circle K, 7:3().9:30 p,m., Union
25().A
Las Campanas, 7:30 p.m., Union
25().E
Ski Club, 7:3().8:30 p,m,, Union
231 D·E

Chemic. al Engineering

Dr. Paul Guthals and Dr.
William Sedlacek of the Los
Alamos lab will speak on the topic
"Characterization and Tracking of
Air Pollution Sources Using
Aircraft Sampling" on Nov. 19 at
2:30 p.m~ in the electrical
engineering building room 301,

Math Colloquium

Dr. J :A. Schatz, Sandia
Laboratories mathematician, will
speak at a UNM department of
mathematics colloquium at 3:30
p.m. Thursday in room 139 of the
Biology Building on campus.
Dr. Schatz' talk on a
mathematician's &ye-view of
computers is free and open to all
interested persons.

Theatre

Tickets m:e now available at the
University Theatre box office for
"All the King's Men," opening
Wednesday, Nov. 17 at Keller Hall
in the fine arts department, The
University Theatre production
al$o plays Nov, 18, 20 and 21.
Curtain time is 8:15,

Glyoxalase

"Some Chemical Studies on the
Glyoxalase System" will be
discussed by David L. Vanderjagt
at a seminar of the department of
biochemistry Nov. 18 at 3 p.m. at
the Basic Medical Sciences
Building, room 241.
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Pham Chung will discuss the
Monetarists and the Optimum
Time Path of Output at an
economics department seminar
Nov. 18 at 12:30 p.m., room 104,
1915 Roma,
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Economics Seminar
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Philosophy Colloquium

Victor Goodman will read a
paper, "Two Concepts of
Perpetual Reality," Nov. 19 at a
philosophy colloquium at 3 p.m.
in the department library.

the
best

23¢

HAMBURGER

by Tom W. Thomason

in town
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in the
incredible
lism of

At The
Studio Gallery
400 San Felipe N.W.

m
;;o

the ultimate
depths of

~

Bands and Rings in
Gold, Silver and Stones

,

STARTS FRI.

Unique Jewelry
For the Unique Occasion

Henry's Drive-In
16 Central9 am to II am

A mathematician's eye-view of
computers will be presented by
J.A. Schatz, Sandia Laboratories
mathematician, at a department
of mathematics colloquium at
3:30 p.m. Nov. 18 in room 139 of
the biology building.

Old Town
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~'IREIVOOD FOR SALE. UNM Student.

247-0170. Pinon and eedar. Student dis·
count. 11/24
USED MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS k
rl!<ord:l. Brothel'fl Music. 1831 Central
NW, 242-374G,__llLlB --- _ _ _______ _
CUSTOM MADE BELTS, Purs.., leather
gifts, The Mind Shaft, 106A Corn<li
d

12/B

!964 VW CAMPBR BUS. Must go this
month, best olfer. Call 256-7780. H/24
BLACK CAR A C U L LADIES COAT.
Warm, cle1<ant. $7G. DYNAMIC READ·
ING COURSE. Fura~'o Memory Cou....,_
Ikllh now. $16, Mcb, MI.. Phelps, 344484B. 11/24
10 SPEED BICYCLE. New men'• 23~-; !nob
&ilcigh Record, Thom!Jrool tubes, pedal
•trn~m nnd lo<'k-1140.011-1806 Sigma
Chi Rend or call 242·2901. 11/24
1971 CASSETTE TAPE PLAYEI!. Dual
Stir.akct---Automatfe Level Recording.
277.. 4296~ 20,12
NEW •• 1971 ZIG ZAG SEWING MA•
Clt!NES. Th.,.e machln.. have boUt

t

~

:t

6:00, 8:00} 10:00 PM

CLA§§IFIED
I A DVERTI§ING
University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106
RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs f1ve or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)

et. And huge G air sUSllmm1on nt>caket"

TERMS: Payment must be made in full ptior to insertion of advertisement

system. Compare AI $460. Limited supPIY-$100,96 each, c..h or term•. United
Freight Sal... 3020 Snn ~latoo NE. Open
• 9 til O, S.undai'll 12-6, ten __ _
30 USED PORTABLE TV''S. $30·$60, 441
Wyoming NE. 255-5987. 12/20

(@uurter.a

CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. Personals
5. For Sale

2. lost' & Found

6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT~- TIMES STARTING _ __

Package Liquor

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

SCHLITZ
3.84 case .96- 6-pk
ENCLOSED$,_ _ __

TEQUILA

Students with ID-$1.50

~************~******************~

in control! tor sewing on button!l, mono--

gra.rns, <!re. $35 l:!ach. Cub or- terrrur.
Unit<d Freight Sal.,., 3920 San Mateo
NE, Open 9 til 0. Sundays 12-G, tin
NEW 100 WATT COMPONENT SET.
Alii·FM multi-plex scrco-radlo with
black out dial nnd bum In •let<'O S-track
recorder player. With largo DSR chan~t•

~

75¢ in the SUB Theatre. Come at 6:00 fot· an assured seat

PLACED BY----~-----

4.39 qt.
905 Yale SE
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